Psychedelics are not illegal because a loving government is concerned that you will hurt yourself by smoking pot or tripping in your bedroom. Psychedelics are illegal because they make you question authority. They open your eyes and lead you to question the wrongs of society in a fundamental way. 

*Psychedelics are anti-brainwashing agents.*
Bicycle Day: April 19

On April 16, 1943, Swiss chemist Albert Hofmann accidentally dosed himself with minute traces of Lysergic Acid Diethylamide-25 that had been sitting on his chemical shelf for five years just waiting to be unleashed like a magical genie on the world, granting wishes.

As the world’s first laboratory-synthesized inner space journey came on, Hofmann began seeing “images of extraordinary plasticity and vividness... accompanied by an intense, kaleidoscopic-like play of colors.”

Three days later, on April 19, Hofmann took the first deliberate LSD trip and, totally, meltingly overcome by the intensity of his experience, was forced to bicycle home and into the history books.

Bicycle Day commemorates that original bicycle trip that changed the world and helped give birth to the psychedelic counterculture movement.

The act of coming together is a symbolic gesture for a subculture, not necessarily one involving drugs.

Bicycle Day has been celebrated officially around the world since 1986, when the Californian psychedelic community rallied against the dictatorial oppression of the American “War on Drugs”—subverting the propaganda machine of the government by coming together to play, laugh... and ride bikes.

What fun!

As part of the global commemoration of psychedelic subculture’s only Holy-day, everyone is invited to celebrate with their own private ride into the Unknown. As group anarchy mutates into organized chaos, you too get to be a part of the organizing committee.

So remember, buckle up, wear a helmet and a smile, think safety first at all times, and...

On your bike, trippers!

Happy Birthday!
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